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(Essay)

I
AM sensible—my friend, challenge not that

statement, nor let subsequent phrases tend to

controvert it; consider not the source, nor

the occasion, but the fruit; be not too quick to

judge but rather let patience deter you, and let

us proceed.

When, therefore, I say that I am sensible im-

sensible impute it not to mean that I possess that

degree or sensibility of, let us say, the psychic, who
whose art and craft demand great workings of

the working Soul, nor yet of those heores calling

to their beloved through space, nor of those

whose art and craft demand great workings of

preceptibility of the corner grocery man whose
sign reads "No Trust" and means it two ways.

Hence, when I say I am sensible, permit me to

append of a feeling, of an aversion to be direct,

or rather, an antipathy to spirits. But again I

interpose to make myself clear.
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Spirits—the college youth had one idea as the

following excerpt will attest: "I received the

preserves but they had turned ; nevertheless I

appreciate the spirit in which they were sent;"

the toastmaster had another when he announced

the famous lecturer, whose subject of discussion

was the "Evils of Liquor," as "A man of profound

intelligence and always full of his subject;" and

Congress another when it closed the 19th. hole

with the 18th Amendment. And yet my subject

deals with none of these. My spirit is not the

spirit of college boy or the toastmaster, nor those

phanton spirits basking in the "moonshine," the

bane of "Infernal" Recenue men and one-eyed

"Reformers;" but rather of those more occult

beings whose demesne, I take it is darkened clos-

ets or shadowy chambers ; whose mental strain is

terrific, as witness the agitation portrayed by that

mystic handwriting; whose timidity is over-

come only through the agency of a medium,
whose own recreant spirits are reviewed only by
that shade so pleasing to all—the "long green."

Speaking of spirits reminds one of discussing

politics—you argue vehemently, search diligent-

ly, descant warily—but it doesn't mean any-

thing. You usually get nowhere—and stay

there. Personally, I have never succeeded in

seeing a spirit. I have never touched or heard

one, though there are times, undoubtedly, when
under the proper influence of the subject, one

could, in all probability do so. Nor have I yet

succeeded in compounding the proper recipe to

conjure their presence, and though I have fairly

devoured the magazine sections of our Sunday
editions and the Special Supplements of our Sat-

urday specials, I am still as much in the dark as

the man in the seance chamber. The only dif-

ference between us is the admission charge and

common sense and humbly do I claim the credit

to my P. and L. account for both.

I confess as you may have already judged that

tJiere may be spirits roaming around at large

and spurred on by the possibilites, as I con-

ceive them,, of coming in contact with earthly

beings. I am in hearty accord with whatever

scheme may be concocted to bring about such a

happy circumstance. Obviously though the pre-

sent methods fall far too short. Of what use is

a spirit if all that can be gleaned after much
laboir and painstaking is a love letter or a book

of poetic extravaganza. And why such gym-
nastic methods? Why so many and such ques-

tionable intermediaries.'' Why all this seclusion

and exclusion ? My comprehension, I admit, fails

utterly in grasping the necessity of such tactics

though their significance is obvious. When the

only way one can call forth a spirit is by mystic

tt.ps or fistic raps, when the evidence of the senses

ife appealed to in such crude fashions as tottering

tables or necromantic cables, when one's intel-

ligence must first be subjected to the influence of

a stage setting with its special lights anl neces-

sary lights and > necessary "props," conducive

only to awe, then undoubtedly "There is some-

tliing rotten in Denmark"—and seances.

I connot conceive why a spirit should be so

helpless or shy, or so opposed to light, natural

oi- artifical. I cannot give credence to the fact

that such profound egotists as history records,

should now be so backward; that such great

stage stars whose earthly dream was headline

columns should now flee the spotlight; that those

famous men whose art is doubted can rest quiet-

ly and give forth their genius through musty

closets or dusky rooms for the financial advance-

ment of some double-jointed Hindu whose pro-

pensity for table tapping lias developed liis pedal

extremities to an amazing degree of proficiency.

No, it is too much. Fond parents and doting


